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Block 1 (in 3s) 
 
1. Kick forward and back 3x right Leg, bounce change and repeat left leg (repeat 4x) 
2. Kick across the body 3x right leg, bounce change and repeat left leg (repeat 4x) 
3. Ski in 3 with a quarter turn to the right, repeat 4x until facing front and repeat going to 
the left 
4. Jacks out for 3 and in for 1 (option for level 2 position) 
5. Jacks  out for 1 and in for 3 (option for level 2 position) 
 
Block 2 (in 2s) 
 
1. Double ski 4x 
2. Jacks out 2 in 2  
3. Double pendulums 
4. Double jog 
5. Double ankle touch 
 
Block 3 – Travel  
 

1. Rock side to side travel 4x to the right, 4 jacks with a quarter turn to the right, repeat 
these 2 moves to make a square, once the class is back facing the front repeat the 
square to the left 

2. Ski 8 x travelling forward, come back with a twist 8x 
3. 4 jacks travelling forward with breast stroke arms, 4 jacks travelling back with 

reverse arms 
4. Rocking horse right travelling 4x to the right corner, 8 bounces to come back 
5. Rocking horse left travelling to the left corner, 8 bounces to come back  
6. Hamstring curls travelling forward 8x and back for 8x 

 
 

Block 4 – Abs (level 2 position) 
 

1. Ski with the legs, Clasp the hands and rotate side to side 8x 
2. Side lying ski 
3. Side lying ski other side 
4. Jack knee tucks (option to go suspended) 
5. Jack knee tuck, extend both legs forward then in 

 
Block 5 ( landing one foot/two feet) 



1. Kicks in front sweeping the arms from side to side (8x) 
2. Kicking back with arms sweeping around (8x) 
3. Jump forward and back x1, 2 bounces (repeat 4x) 
4. Moguls side to side (8x) 

 
 

Block 6 – (Balance) 
 

1. Take right leg back then sweep the leg around 4x 
2. Repeat the above on the left side 4x 
3. Heel toe stand with right foot in the front – flasher arms 
4. Repeat above with the left foot in front – ski arms 
5. Right knee up, open to the right side, come centre and down (8x) 
6. Repeat above on the left side (8x) 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


